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Abstract— In this contribution we explore the relation be-
tween the physical appearance of robots and human expecta-
tions concerning the sound of their voices.

I. INTRODUCTION
Entertainment industry has been analyzing preferences of

the audience for certain characters and the combination of
actors’ voice characteristics with physical appearance of the
characters. However there are only a limited number of
scientific studies (like [1], [2]) focusing on this aspect. Our
study aims to address this gap and presents a speech module
for robotic agents and preliminary experiments on voice style
design for the companion robots Probo and Nao.

II. SYNTHESIS OF EXPRESSIVE GIBBERISH
VOICES FOR COMPANION ROBOTS

Gibberish speech consists of vocalizations of meaningless
strings of speech sounds. Our previous study [3] concluded
that gibberish speech can convey emotions as effectively as
semantically neutral speech. This motivated us to design a
data-driven emotional speech module that uses a gibberish
emotional database - EMOGIB [4]. The module maps the
input valence - arousal coordinates to discrete emotion
classes and generates continuous Gibberish speech whose
emotion coordinates (valence, arousal) can be controlled by
the user.

Basically our vision on voice design is to allign the
characteristics of the voice with the physical appearance of
the robots. Probo and Nao have different morphologies (Fig.
1). Probo is a high volume 80 cm tall animal-like green robot
with a fur. Nao is a low volume 60 cm tall human-like gray
robot with a plastic cover. They both are intended for kids
and have unspecified sex and age.

The EMOGIB database contains the ’big 6’ emotions
(anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise) and a
neutral state. We designed 4 low pitched and 4 high pitched
voices for the neutral state using a time-scaling and resam-
pling voice conversion technique for producing spectrum
shifts.

In a first set of preliminary experiments, we asked the
participants to evaluate how much the voice samples fit Probo
and Nao on a scale of 0 to 5. As expected, the results showed
that the higher pitched voice samples are perceived as a better
fit with Nao (mean score of 3.45/5) while the lower pitched
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Fig. 1. Probo on the left and Nao on the right

samples are perceived as a better fit with Probo (mean score
of 3.5/5). In the second part of the experiment, we asked
our participants to select which of the samples they think
could be spoken by Probo and Nao. The voice perceived as
being spoken by Nao by 63 % of the participants was the
one with an upward spectral shift with a factor 1,162; for
Probo, the sample with a (downward) spectral shift with a
factor 0,784 was selected by 50 % of the participants. The
remaining percentages were distributed almost evenly across
the rest of the samples.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Our preliminary perception tests showed that there is
a direct relation between the physical appearance of the
robots and the voice pitch. In-line with our expectations,
the lower pitched voices are more related with Probo while
the higher pitched voices are more related with Nao. The
preliminary experiments in this paper focus only on spectral
shift and further experiments are needed to study the relation
between the physical appearance of the robots and the other
parameters of the voice signal.
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